
The Commonwealth Science Committee agreed to work
more closely with the Commonwealth Secretariat, and to set
definite objectives for intra-Commonwealth collaboration on
establishing procedures and mechanics for national science
policy, and for research management and administration .

Education Ministers met last June and recommended, among other
things, that copyright-free educational material be made available
to Commonwealth developing countries and reprinted and distributed
locally .

This month, the Commonwealth Medical Conference in
Colombo examined the question of health service delivery i n

rural areas . Thirty-five specialized conferences and meetings have
been held this year permitting detailed, in-depth examination ,

of specific questions, and exchanges of views and experience by
participants based on long and varied experience .

Research papers for use by members have been prepared

by the Secretariat . Among these were papers on relations between
Commonwealth countries and the enlarged European Economic Community ;

the problem of equitable and remunerative terms of trade ; the

economic consequences of the increase of petroleum prices ;

multinational corporations ; and possible Commonwealth action on

fertilizer production .

The Secretariat provides support to Commonwealth govern-
ments in their negotiations with the European Community through
studies on commodity exports, and on Community proposals t o

stabilize the export earnings of associates and potential associates,
as well as those which have not been offered the option of
association . The impact of such Secretariat assistance on the

countries concerned is immediate and direct ; its value and merit

require no elaboration .

The Secretariat's Legal Division has arranged exchange s

of information on new legislation, the work of Law Reform Commissions,
case law and the administration of justice in general . Cabinet

Secretaries meet to exchange views on forward planning an d

financial control in government, and to compare procedures and
techniques, and to learn from one another in this most critical

area of government operations . Following study of the question
by an expert group, a report is being prepared on the feasibility
of establishing a Commonwealth Investment Bank, intended to
marshall concessionary and commercial resources into financial
packages to promote projects in the directly productive sectors


